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This note is a short introduction to the Julia-Wolff-Carathe´odory theorem, and its gener-
alizations in several complex variables, up to very recent results for infinitesimal generators of
semigroups.
1. The classical Julia-Wolff-Carathe´odory theorem
One of the classical result in one-dimensional complex analysis is Fatou’s theorem:
Theorem 1.1: (Fatou [Fa]) Let f :∆ → ∆ be a holomorphic self-map of the unit disk ∆ ⊂ C.
Then f admits non-tangential limit at almost every point of ∂∆.
This result however does not give precise information about the behavior at a specific point σ
of the boundary. Of course, to obtain a more precise statement in this case some hypotheses on f
are needed. In fact, as it was found by Julia ([Ju1]) in 1920, the right hypothesis is to assume that
f(ζ) approaches the boundary of ∆ at least as fast as ζ, in a weak sense. More precisely, we have
the classical Julia’s lemma:
Theorem 1.2: (Julia [Ju1]) Let f :∆→ ∆ be a bounded holomorphic function such that
lim inf
ζ→σ
1− |f(ζ)|
1− |ζ|
= α < +∞ (1.1)
for some σ ∈ ∂∆. Then f has non-tangential limit τ ∈ ∂∆ at σ. Moreover, for all ζ ∈ ∆ one has
|τ − f(ζ)|2
1− |f(ζ)|2
≤ α
|σ − ζ|2
1− |ζ|2
. (1.2)
The latter statement admits an interesting geometrical interpretation. The horocycle E(σ,R)
contained in ∆ of center σ ∈ ∂∆ and radius R > 0 is the set
E(σ,R) =
{
ζ ∈ ∆
∣∣∣∣ |σ − ζ|
2
1− |ζ|2
< R
}
.
Geometrically, E(σ,R) is an euclidean disk of radius R/(R + 1) internally tangent to ∂∆ at σ.
Therefore (1.2) becomes f
(
E(σ,R)
)
⊆ E(τ, αR) for all R > 0, and the existence of the non-
tangential limit more or less follows from (1.2) and from the fact that horocycles touch the boundary
in exactly one point.
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A horocycle can be thought of as the limit of Poincare´ disks of fixed euclidean radius and
centers going to the boundary; so it makes sense to think of horocycles as Poincare´ disks centered
at the boundary, and of Julia’s lemma as a Schwarz-Pick lemma at the boundary. This suggests
that α might be considered as a sort of dilation coefficient: f expands horocycles by a ratio of α.
If σ were an internal point and E(σ,R) an infinitesimal euclidean disk actually centered at σ, one
then would be tempted to say that α is (the absolute value of) the derivative of f at σ. This is
exactly the content of the classical Julia-Wolff-Carathe´odory theorem:
Theorem 1.3: (Julia-Wolff-Carathe´odory) Let f :∆ → ∆ be a bounded holomorphic function
such that
lim inf
ζ→σ
1− |f(ζ)|
1− |ζ|
= α < +∞
for some σ ∈ ∂∆, and let τ ∈ ∂∆ be the non-tangential limit of f at σ. Then both the incremental
ratio
(
τ − f(ζ)
)/
(σ − ζ) and the derivative f ′(ζ) have non-tangential limit αστ at σ.
So condition (1.1) forces the existence of the non-tangential limit of both f and its derivative
at σ. This is the result of the work of several people: Julia [Ju2], Wolff [Wo], Carathe´odory [C],
Landau and Valiron [L-V], R. Nevanlinna [N] and others. We refer, for example, to [B] and [A1]
for proofs, history and applications.
2. Generalizations to several variables
It was first remarked by Kora´nyi and Stein ([Ko], [K-S], [St]) in extending Fatou’s theorem to
several complex variables, that the notion of non-tangential limit is not the right one to consider
for domains in Cn. In fact, it turns out that two notions are needed, and to introduce them it is
useful to investigate the notion of non-tangential limit in the unit disk ∆.
The non-tangential limit can be defined in two equivalent ways. A function f :∆→ C is said to
have non-tangential limit L ∈ C at σ ∈ ∂∆ if f
(
γ(t)
)
→ L as t→ 1− for every curve γ: [0, 1) → ∆
such that γ(t) converges to σ non-tangentially as t → 1−. In C, this is equivalent to having
that f(ζ)→ L as ζ → σ staying inside any Stolz region K(σ,M) of vertex σ and amplitude M > 1,
where
K(σ,M) =
{
ζ ∈ ∆
∣∣∣∣ |σ − ζ|1− |ζ| < M
}
,
since Stolz regions are angle-shaped nearby the vertex σ, and the angle is going to pi as M → +∞.
These two approaches lead to different notions in several variables.
In the unit ball Bn ⊂ Cn the natural generalization of a Stolz region is the Kora´nyi region
K(p,M) of vertex p ∈ ∂Bn and amplitude M > 1 given by
K(p,M) =
{
z ∈ Bn
∣∣∣∣ |1− 〈z, p〉|1− ‖z‖ < M
}
,
where ‖ · ‖ denote the euclidean norm and 〈· , ·〉 the canonical hermitian product. Then a function
f :Bn → C has K-limit (or admissible limit) L ∈ C at p ∈ ∂Bn, and we write
K-lim
z→p
f(z)
if f(z) → L as z → p staying inside any Kora´nyi region K(σ,M). A Kora´nyi region K(p,M)
approaches the boundary non-tangentially along the normal direction at p but tangentially along
the complex tangential directions at p. Therefore, having K-limit is stronger than having non-
tangential limit. However, as first noticed by Kora´nyi and Stein, for holomorphic functions of
several complex variables one is often able to prove the existence of K-limits. For instance, the
best generalization of Julia’s lemma to Bn is the following result (proved by Herve´ [H] in terms of
non-tangential limits and by Rudin [R] in general):
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Theorem 2.1: (Rudin [R]) Let f :Bn → Bm be a holomorphic map such that
lim inf
z→p
1− ‖f(z)‖
1− ‖z‖
= α < +∞ ,
for some p ∈ ∂Bn. Then f admits K-limit q ∈ ∂Bm at p, and furthermore for all z ∈ Bn one has
|1− 〈f(z), q〉|2
1− ‖f(z)‖2
≤ α
|1− 〈z, p〉|2
1− ‖z‖2
.
To define Kora´nyi regions for more general domains in Cn than the unit ball, we need to briefly
recall the definition of the Kobayashi distance (we refer, e.g., to [A1], [JP] and [Ko] for details and
much more). We denote by k∆ the Poincare´ distance on the unit disk ∆ ⊂ C. Given X a complex
manifold, the Lempert function δX :X ×X → R
+ of X is defined as
δX(z, w) = inf{k∆(ζ, η) | ∃φ:∆→ X holomorphic, with φ(ζ) = z and φ(η) = w}
for all z, w ∈ X. The Kobayashi pseudodistance kX :X×X → R
+ ofX is then defined as the largest
pseudodistance on X bounded above by δX . The manifold X is called (Kobayashi) hyperbolic if
kX is indeed a distance; X is called complete hyperbolic if kX is a complete distance.
The main property of the Kobayashi (pseudo)distance is that it is contracted by holomorphic
maps: if f :X → Y is a holomorphic map then
∀z, w ∈ X kY
(
f(z), f(w)
)
≤ kX(z, w) .
In particular, the Kobayashi distance is invariant under biholomorphisms.
It is easy to see that the Kobayashi distance of the unit disk coincides with the Poincare´
distance. Furthermore, the Kobayashi distance of the unit ball Bn ⊂ Cn coincides with the Bergman
distance (see, e.g., [A1, Corollary 2.3.6]); and the Kobayashi distance of a bounded convex domain
coincides with the Lempert function (see, e.g., [A1, Proposition 2.3.44]). Moreover, the Kobayashi
distance of a bounded convex domain D is complete ([A1, Proposition 2.3.45]), and thus for each
p ∈ D we have that kD(p, z)→ +∞ if and only if z tends to the boundary ∂D.
Using the Kobayashi intrinsic distance we obtain the natural generalization to complete hy-
perbolic domains of Kora´nyi regions of the balls.
Let D ⊂⊂ Cn be a complete hyperbolic domain and denote by kD its Kobayashi distance. A
K-region of vertex x ∈ ∂D, amplitude M > 1, and pole z0 ∈ D is the set
KD,z0(x,M) =
{
z ∈ D | lim sup
w→x
[kD(z, w) − kD(z0, w)] + kD(z0, z) < logM
}
.
This definition clearly depends on the pole z0. However, this dependence is not too relevant since
changing the pole corresponds to shifting amplitudes. Moreover, it is elementary to check that
in the unit ball K-regions coincide with Kora´nyi regions, KBn,0(x,M) = K(x,M). Therefore
K-regions are a natural generalization of Kora´nyi regions allowing us to generalize the notion of
K-limit. A function f :D → Cm has K-limit L at x ∈ ∂D if f(z)→ L as z → p staying inside any
K-region of vertex x. The best generalization of Julia’s lemma in this setting is then the following,
due to Abate:
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Theorem 2.2: (Abate [A2]) Let D ⊂⊂ Cn be a complete hyperbolic domain and let z0 ∈ D. Let
f :D → ∆ be a holomorphic function and let x ∈ ∂D be such that
lim inf
z→x
[kD(z0, z) − k∆(0, f(z))] < +∞ .
Then f admits K-limit τ ∈ ∂D at x.
In order to obtain a complete generalization of the Julia-Wolff-Carathe´odory for Bn, Rudin
discovered that he needed a different notion of limit, still stronger than non-tangential limit but
weaker than K-limit. This notion is closely related to the other characterization of non-tangential
limit in one variable we mentioned at the beginning of this section.
A crucial one-variable result relating limits along curves and non-tangential limits is Lindelo¨f ’s
theorem. Given σ ∈ ∂∆, a σ-curve is a continuous curve γ: [0, 1) → ∆ such that γ(t)→ σ as t→ 1−.
Then Lindelo¨f [Li] proved that if a bounded holomorphic function f :∆ → C admits limit L ∈ C
along a given σ-curve then it admits limit L along all non-tangential σ-curves — and thus it has
non-tangential limit L at σ.
In generalizing this result to several complex variables, Cˇirka [Cˇ] realized that for a bounded
holomorphic function the existence of the limit along a (suitable) p-curve (where p ∈ ∂Bn) implies
not only the existence of the non-tangential limit, but also the existence of the limit along any
curve belonging to a larger class of curves, including some tangential ones — but it does not in
general imply the existence of the K-limit. To describe the version (due to Rudin [R]) of Cˇirka’s
result we shall state in this survey, let us introduce a bit of terminology.
Let p ∈ ∂Bn. As before, a p-curve is a continuous curve γ: [0, 1) → Bn such that γ(t) → p as
t→ 1−. A p-curve is special if
lim
t→1−
‖γ(t)− 〈γ(t), p〉p‖2
1− |〈γ(t), p〉|2
= 0 ; (2.1)
and, given M > 1, it is M -restricted if
|1− 〈γ(t), p〉|
1− |〈γ(t), p〉|
< M
for all t ∈ [0, 1). We also say that γ is restricted if it is M -restricted for some M > 1. In other
words, γ is restricted if and only if t 7→ 〈γ(t), p〉 goes to 1 non-tangentially in ∆.
It is not difficult to see that non-tangential curves are special and restricted; on the other hand,
a special restricted curve approaches the boundary non-tangentially along the normal direction,
but it can approach the boundary tangentially along complex tangential directions. Furthermore, a
special M -restricted p-curve is eventually contained in any K(p,M ′) with M ′ > M , and conversely
a special p-curve eventually contained in K(p,M) is M -restricted. However, K(p,M) can contain
p-curves that are restricted but not special: for these curves the limit in (2.1) might be a strictly
positive number.
With these definitions in place, we shall say that a function f :Bn → C has restricted K-limit
(or hypoadmissible limit) L ∈ C at p ∈ ∂Bn, and we shall write
K ′-lim
z→p
f(z) = L ,
if f
(
γ(t)
)
→ L as t → 1− for any special restricted p-curve γ: [0, 1) → Bn. It is clear that the
existence of the K-limit implies the existence of the restricted K-limit, that in turns implies the
existence of the non-tangential limit; but none of these implications can be reversed (see, e.g., [R]
for examples in the ball).
Finally, we say that a function f :Bn → C is K-bounded at p ∈ ∂Bn if it is bounded in any
Kora´nyi region K(p,M), where the bound can depend on M > 1. Then Rudin’s version of Cˇirka’s
generalization of Lindelo¨f’s theorem is the following:
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Theorem 2.3: (Rudin [R]) Let f :Bn → C be a holomorphic function K-bounded at p ∈ ∂Bn.
Assume there is a special restricted p-curve γo: [0, 1)→ Bn such that f
(
γo(t)
)
→ L ∈ C as t→ 1−.
Then f has restricted K-limit L at p.
As before, it is possible to generalize this approach to a domain D ⊂ Cn different from the
ball. A very precise and systematic presentation, providing clear proofs, details and examples, of
various aspects of the problem of generalization of the classical Julia-Wolff-Carathe´odory theorem
to domains in several complex variables, and updated until 2004, can be found in [A6].
For the sake of simplicity we state here only the definitions needed to state Abate’s version of
Lindelo¨f’s theorem in this setting. Given a point x ∈ ∂D, a x-curve is again a continuous curve
γ: [0, 1) → D so that limt→1− γ(t) = x. A projection device at x ∈ ∂D is the data of: a neighbour-
hood U of x in Cn, a holomorphic embedded disk ϕx:∆ → D ∩ U , such that limζ→1 ϕx(ζ) = x,
a family P of x-curves in D ∩ U , and a device associating to every x-curve γ ∈ P a 1-curve γ˜x
in ∆, or equivalently a x-curve γx = ϕx ◦ γ˜x in ϕx(∆). If D is equipped with a projection device
at x ∈ ∂D, then a curve γ ∈ P is special if limt→1− kD∩U (γ(t), γx(t)) = 0, and it is restricted
if γx is a non-tangential 1-curve in ∆. A function f :D → C has restricted K-limit L ∈ C at x
if limt→1− f(γ(t)) = L for all special restricted x-curves. A projection device is good if: for any
M > 1 there is a M ′ > 1 so that ϕx(K(1,M)) ⊂ KD∩U,z0(x,M
′), and for any special restricted
x-curve γ there exists M1 = M1(γ) such that limt→1− kKD∩U,z0 (x,M1)(γ(t), γx(t)) = 0. Good pro-
jection devices exist, and several examples can be found for example in [A6]. Finally, we say that a
function f :D → C is K-bounded at p ∈ ∂Bn if it is bounded in any K-region KD,z0(x,M), where
the bound can depend on M > 1.
With these definitions we can state the generalization of Lindelo¨f principle given by Abate.
Theorem 2.4: (Abate [A6]) Let D ⊂ Cn be a domain equipped with a good projection device
at x ∈ ∂D. Let f :D → ∆ be a holomorphic function K-bounded at x. Assume there is a special
restricted x-curve γo: [0, 1) → D such that f
(
γo(t)
)
→ L ∈ C as t → 1−. Then f has restricted
K-limit L at x.
We can now deal with the generalization of the Julia-Wolff-Carathe´odory theorem to several
complex variables. With respect to the one-dimensional case there is an obvious difference: instead
of only one derivative one has to deal with a whole (Jacobian) matrix of them, and there is no
reason they should all behave in the same way. And indeed they do not, as shown in Rudin’s
version of the Julia-Wolff-Carathe´odory theorem for the unit ball:
Theorem 2.5: (Rudin [R]) Let f :Bn → Bm be a holomorphic map such that
lim inf
z→p
1− ‖f(z)‖
1− ‖z‖
= α < +∞ ,
for some p ∈ ∂Bn. Then f admits K-limit q ∈ ∂Bm at p. Furthermore, if we set fq(z) =
〈
f(z), p
〉
q
and denote by dfz the differential of f at z, we have:
(i) the function
[
1−
〈
f(z), q
〉]/
[1− 〈z, p〉] is K-bounded and has restricted K-limit α at p;
(ii) the map [f(z)− fq(z)]/[1 − 〈z, p〉]
1/2 is K-bounded and has restricted K-limit O at p;
(iii) the function
〈
dfz(p), q
〉
is K-bounded and has restricted K-limit α at p;
(iv) the map [1− 〈z, p〉]1/2d(f − fq)z(p) is K-bounded and has restricted K-limit O at p;
(v) if v is any vector orthogonal to p, the function
〈
dfz(v), q
〉/
[1−〈z, p〉]1/2 is K-bounded and has
restricted K-limit 0 at p;
(vi) if v is any vector orthogonal to p, the map d(f − fq)z(v) is K-bounded at p.
In the last twenty years this theorem (as well as Theorems 2.1 and 2.3) has been extended
to domains much more general than the unit ball: for instance, strongly pseudoconvex domains
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[A1, 2, 3], convex domains of finite type [AT], and polydisks [A5] and [AMY], (see also [A6] and
references therein).
We end this section with the general version of the Julia-Wolff-Caratho´dory theorem obtained
by Abate in [A6] for a complete hyperbolic domain D in Cn. To formulate it, we need to introduce
a couple more definitions. A projection device at x ∈ ∂D is geometrical if there is a holomorphic
function p˜x:D ∩ U → ∆ such that p˜x ◦ ϕx = id∆ and γ˜x = p˜x ◦ γ for all γ ∈ P. A geometrical
projection device at x is bounded if d(z, ∂D)/|1−p˜x(z)| is bounded inD∩U , and |1−p˜x(z)|/d(z, ∂D)
is K-bounded in D ∩ U . The statement is then the following, where κD denotes the Kobayashi
metric.
Theorem 2.6: (Abate [A6]) Let D ⊂ Cn be a complete hyperbolic domain equipped with a
bounded geometrical projection device at x ∈ ∂D. Let f :D → ∆ be a holomorphic function such
that
lim inf
z→x
[kD(z0, z)− k∆(0, f(z))] =
1
2
log β < +∞ .
Then for every v ∈ Cn and every s ≥ 0 such that d(z, ∂D)sκD(z; v) is K-bounded at x the function
d(z, ∂D)s−1
∂f
∂v
(2.2)
is K-bounded at x. Moreover, if s > inf{s ≥ 0 | d(z, ∂D)sκD(z; v) is K-bounded at x}, then (2.2)
has vanishing K-limit at x.
Depending on more specific properties of the projection device, it is indeed possible to deduce
the existence of restricted K-limits, see [A6, Section 5].
Further generalizations of Julia-Wolff-Carathe´odory theorem have been obtained in infinite-
dimensional Banach and Hilbert spaces, and we refer to [EHRS], [ELRS], [ERS], [F], [MM], [SW],
[W l1, 2, 3], [Z], and references therein.
3. Julia-Wolff-Carathe´odory theorem for infinitesimal generators
We conclude this survey focusing on a different kind of generalization in several complex variables:
infinitesimal generators of one-parameter semigroups of holomorphic self-maps of Bn.
We consider Hol(Bn, Bn), the space of holomorphic self-maps of Bn, endowed with the usual
compact-open topology. A one-parameter semigroup of holomorphic self-maps of Bn is a continuous
semigroup homomorphism Φ:R+ → Hol(Bn, Bn). In other words, writing ϕt instead of Φ(t), we
have ϕ0 = idBn , the map t 7→ ϕt is continuous, and the semigroup property ϕt ◦ ϕs = ϕt+s holds.
An introduction to the theory of one-parameter semigroups of holomorphic maps can be found in
[A1], [RS2] or [S].
One-parameter semigroups can be seen as the flow of a vector field (see, e.g., [A4]). Given a one-
parameter semigroup Φ, it is possible to prove that there exists a holomorphic map G:Bn → Cn,
the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup, such that
∂Φ
∂t
= G ◦ Φ . (3.1)
It should be kept in mind, when reading the literature on this subject, that in some papers (e.g.,
in [ERS] and [RS1]) there is a change of sign with respect to our definition, due to the fact that
the infinitesimal generator is defined there as the solution of the equation
∂Φ
∂t
+G ◦ Φ = O .
A Julia’s lemma for infinitesimal generators was proved by Elin, Reich and Shoikhet in [ERS]
in 2008, assuming that the radial limit of the generator at a point p ∈ ∂Bn vanishes:
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Theorem 3.1: ([ERS, Theorem p. 403]) Let G:Bn → Cn be the infinitesimal generator on Bn of
a one-parameter semigroup Φ = {ϕt}, and let p ∈ ∂B
n be such that
lim
t→1−
G(tp) = O . (3.2)
Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(I) α = lim inft→1− Re
〈G(tp),p〉
t−1 < +∞;
(II) β = 2 supz∈Bn Re
[
〈G(z),z〉
1−‖z‖2 −
〈G(z),p〉
1−〈z,p〉
]
< +∞;
(III) there exists γ ∈ R such that for all z ∈ Bn we have |1−〈ϕt(z),p〉|
2
1−‖ϕt(z)‖2
≤ eγt |1−〈z,p〉|
2
1−‖z‖2 .
Furthermore, if any of these assertions holds then α = β = inf γ, and we have
lim
t→1−
〈G(tp), p〉
t− 1
= β . (3.3)
If (3.2) and any (whence all) of the equivalent conditions (I)–(III) holds, p ∈ ∂Bn is called a
boundary regular null point of G with dilation β ∈ R.
This result suggested that a Julia-Wolff-Carathe´odory theorem could hold for infinitesimal
generators along the line of Rudin’s Theorem 2.5. A first partial generalization has been achieved
by Bracci and Shoikhet in [BS]. In collaboration with Abate, in [AR] we have been able to give
a full generalization of Julia-Wolff-Carathe´odory theorem for infinitesimal generators, proving the
following result.
Theorem 3.2: ([AR]) Let G:Bn → Cn be an infinitesimal generator on Bn of a one-parameter
semigroup, and let p ∈ ∂Bn. Assume that
〈G(z), p〉
〈z, p〉 − 1
is K-bounded at p (3.4)
and
G(z)− 〈G(z), p〉p
(〈z, p〉 − 1)γ
is K-bounded at p for some 0 < γ < 1/2. (3.5)
Then p ∈ ∂Bn is a boundary regular null point for G. Furthermore, if β is the dilation of G at p
then:
(i) the function 〈G(z), p〉
/
(〈z, p〉 − 1) (is K-bounded and) has restricted K-limit β at p;
(ii) if v is a vector orthogonal to p, the function 〈G(z), v〉/(〈z, p〉 − 1)γ is K-bounded and has
restricted K-limit 0 at p;
(iii) the function 〈dGz(p), p〉 is K-bounded and has restricted K-limit β at p;
(iv) if v is a vector orthogonal to p, the function (〈z, p〉 − 1)1−γ〈dGz(p), v〉 is K-bounded and has
restricted K-limit 0 at p;
(v) if v is a vector orthogonal to p, the function 〈dGz(v), p〉
/
(〈z, p〉 − 1)γ is K-bounded and has
restricted K-limit 0 at p.
(vi) if v1 and v2 are vectors orthogonal to p the function (〈z, p〉−1)
1/2−γ 〈dGz(v1), v2〉 is K-bounded
at p.
Sketch of Proof of Theorem 3.2. Statement (i) follows immediately from our hypotheses, thanks
to Theorems 2.3 and 3.1. Statement (iii) follows by standard arguments, and (iv) follows from (ii),
again by standard arguments.
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The main point is the proof of part (ii). By Theorem 2.3, it suffices to compute the limit along
a special restricted curve. We use the curve
σ(t) = tp+ e−iθε(1− t)1−γv
which is always restricted, and it is special if and only if γ < 1/2. We then plug (i) and this curve
into Theorem 3.1.(II), and we then let ε→ 0+, using θ to get rid of the real part.
Statement (v) follows from (i), (ii) and by Theorem 3.1 using somewhat delicate arguments
involving a curve of the form
γ(t) =
(
t+ ic(1− t)
)
p+ η(t)v ,
where 1− t < |η(t)|2 < 1− |t+ ic(1− t)|2, and the argument of η(t) is chosen suitably. 
A first difference with respect to Theorem 2.5 is that we have to assume (3.4) and (3.5) as
separate hypotheses, whereas they appear as part of Theorem 2.5.(i) and (ii). Indeed, when dealing
with holomorphic maps, conditions (3.4) and (3.5) are a consequence of the equivalent of condition
(I) in Theorem 3.1, but in that setting the proof relies in the fact that there we have holomorphic
self-maps of the ball. In our context, (3.5) is not a consequence of Theorem 3.1.(I), as shown in
[AR, Example 1.2]; and it also seems that (3.4) is stronger than Theorem 3.1.(I).
A second difference is the exponent γ < 1/2. Bracci and Shoikhet proved Theorem 3.2 with
γ = 1/2 but they couldn’t prove the statements about restricted K-limits in cases (ii), (iv) and (v).
This is due to an obstruction, which is not just a technical problem, but an inevitable feature of
the theory. As mentioned in the sketch of the proof, in showing the existence of restricted K-limits,
the curves one would like to use for obtaining the exponent 1/2 in the statements are restricted
but not special, in the sense that the limit in (2.1) is a strictly positive (though finite) number.
Actually the exponent 1/2 might not be the right one to consider in the setting of infinitesimal
generators, as shown in [AR, Example 1.2].
An exact analogue of Theorem 2.5 with γ = 1/2 can be recovered assuming a slightly stronger
hypothesis on the infinitesimal generator. Under assumptions (3.4) and (3.5) we have〈
G
(
σ(t)
)
, p
〉
〈σ(t), p〉 − 1
= β + o(1) (3.6)
as t → 1− for any special restricted p-curve σ: [0, 1) → Bn. Following ideas introduced in [ESY],
[EKRS] and [EJ] in the context of the unit disk, p is said to be a Ho¨lder boundary null point if
there is α > 0 such that 〈
G
(
σ(t)
)
, p
〉
〈σ(t), p〉 − 1
= β + o
(
(1− t)α
)
(3.7)
for any special restricted p-curve σ: [0, 1) → Bn such that 〈σ(t), p〉 ≡ t. Using this notion we obtain
the following result.
Theorem 3.3: ([AR]) Let G:Bn → Cn be the infinitesimal generator on Bn of a one-parameter
semigroup, and let p ∈ ∂Bn. Assume that
〈G(z), p〉
〈z, p〉 − 1
and
G(z)− 〈G(z), p〉p
(〈z, p〉 − 1)1/2
areK-bounded at p, and that p is a Ho¨lder boundary null point. Then the statement of Theorem 3.2
holds with γ = 1/2.
Examples of infinitesimal generators with a Ho¨lder boundary null point and satisfying the
hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 are provided in [AR].
In a forthcoming paper in collaboration with Abate, we will deal with the generalization of
Theorem 3.2 to strongly convex domains in Cn.
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